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Abstract - - [1]  and [2] gave out series of Hamiltonian algorithms for Hamiltonian systems. Feng's 
research group has proved that these algorithms have overwhelming advantages over non-symplectic 
conventional ones because they preserve the Hamiltonian structure of a Hamiltonian system. Simi- 
laxly, Feng has developed series of contact algorithms for contact systems, which preserve the contact 
structure [3]. In this paper, the author gives a new approach to function-generating method eveloped 
by Feng for numerical algorithms of contact systems. 
A contact flow is given by 
1. INTRODUCTION 
dx 
-~  = -K~ + xKz ,  (1) 
dy 
-~- = g~, (2) 
dz 
d--/= K - x'g~, (3) 
where K(x ,  y, z) is a smooth function on R 2"+1, x = (z t , . . . ,  z , ) ,  y = (y l , . . . ,  y,),  z E R. The 
phase space is R 2n+1. The following theorem is known. 
THEOREM 1. Given a fibre bundle M,  which is the classical symplectification of a contact man- 
ifold M,  then a symplectic flow on M can be projected onto the base space M as some contact 
flow i f  it commutes with the group action on fibre. 
This theorem will lead to a concrete way of constructing numerical algorithms via generating 
functions for contact system. In detail, we explicitly give generalized Hamiltan-Jacobi equation 
and set up any order accuracy difference schemes for contact flow, which enable the contact 
structure invariant in computations. 
2. USEFUL NOTES ON THEOREM 1 
Consider the following commutative diagram A 
(R  2n+2, h~Tl'w) , (R  2n+2, A~Trw) 
-1 -! 
F 
(R  2n+l ,w) , (R  2n+l ,w), 
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where w = X 'dY  + dZ gives the contact structure on R 2n+l, X = (Zl, . . . ,  zn), Y -- (Yl , . . - ,  yn), 
xi, Yi, Z, A E R. (X, Y, Z, h), (X, Y, Z) is the coordinate system on R 2"+2, R 2"+1, respectively. 
~r is the natural projection from R 2"+2 onto base space R 2"+1, i.e., ~r(X, Y, Z,A) -- (X, Y, Z). 
A$~rw is the canonical 1-form on R 2n+2, i.e., A67rw = AX 'dY  + AdZ.  d(A$Trw) = dA AdZ + 
AdX 'A  dY  + X 'dA A dY  gives the symplectic structure on R 2n+2. If both f and g are 
Hamiltonians on R 2n+2, then their Poisson bracket is also a Hamiltonian on R 2"+2 and according 
to the one-to-one correspondence b tween d(A6rw) and {.} 
o, o,) 
{ I ,9}= Oy, ox, 
i----1 
% ~ Of Og Of Og Of Og Of Og 
~=x ~ OZ OZ ~ {xi,Z} + oZ OA OA OZ" 
The basic Poisson brackets {xi, yj } and {zi, Z} are obtained from d(A67rw) = dA AdZ + A d X'  A 
dY + X'd A A dY as 
1 X 
{X,Y} = --~I, {X,Z} = -~, 
where I denotes n x n unit matrix. F is a contact diffeomorphism on R 2n+1 , F is its symplecti- 
fication on R ~"+~. Express F as 
= F3 " (4) 
F4 
From Theorem 1, we deduce that 
(A) F1,2,3 is respectively independent of A. 
(B) F4 has the form F4(X, Y, Z, A) = A F4(X, Y, Z). 
(C) FI,~ ,3,4 determine a symplectic mapping on R 2n+2, i.e., 
dh AdZ + AdX' A dY + X'dA A dY F1 = dA AdZ + AdX ~ A dY + X'dA A dY X • 
F4 
On the other hand, each (4) satisfying (A), (B) and (C) must be symplectification f some contact 
mapping on R 2n+1. 
3. REV IEW OF SYMPLECT IC  D IFFERENCE FORMALISM 
AND GENERATING FUNCTION 
Let H(X,Y ,Z ,A)  be a Hamiltonian function on R 2"+2, its phase flow is given by such a 
generalized Hamiltonian form as 
g 
W 
W 
dA 
w 
where Poisson bracket {-} is the same as in (2). ((5) is not canonical, so we use the word 
generalized). 
We define a nonlinear diffeomorphism 
o~ : R ~'~+~ x R ~'z+2 , R 2n+2 x R ~n+2 
as  
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where 
So the Jacobi matrix 
~= ~= 
R= W= 
P=AX X= P- 
A 
P=AX X=~" 
A 
a , (R ,R)  = (A~, B~,,~ 
Co, Da] '  
A,~ OW 
OR °°i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o o 
o~ o o 
B ,~ - - -~  - I 0 ' 
0 1 
C,~ OW 0 1 
OR 0 0 ' 
0 0 ( 0000) D~-  O__WW_ 0  0 0 0 
OR 0 0 X " 
0 0 1 
The inverse of c~ denotes by & 
o-- (::) 
Introducing a symplectic structure on R 2"+2 × R 2"+2 
(7) 
w ~ = d(hX 'dY  + AdZ)  - d (AX 'dY  + ADZ). 
Transformed by a into 
w 2=dPAdY+dAAdZ+dY A dP+dZ A dA 
A 
= dW A dW. 
So a is in fact one of Darboux transformations, thus far the generating function ¢(w,t) for (5) 
satisfies the following Hamilton-Jacobi equation [2] 
where (Wl) 
w = w2 V~¢ = ¢2 
W3 ~ ~3 " 
W4 ¢~4 
(8) 
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wl, w3 G R"; w2, w4 E R 1 and the ruth-order symplectic difference formalism for (5) is obtained 
as follows: (A+lX+l! ii k,l)  Ak-}-I | | Z2-1-1 
y2 = Vw¢(r") A ' 
Z 2 AX k ,t 
oo 
¢(w,  ¢k(w)tk, 
2=0 
t) = ¢2(w)t2, 
2=0 
1 ! 
¢°(w) = ~w Nw, ( 01 
N- -  0 0 
0 0 ' 
1 0 
¢1(w) = -H  o al(Nw,w), 
(9) 
¢2+1(w) -  k+l  ~ 2 DmH(V¢2'(w)'""V¢2~'(w))' (10) 
,n=l kt + ""  + k,~ = k 
k~ >0 
fork_> 1, 
H(fv, w) = g oal(gv, w). 
From (10), ¢2(w) 
mined. 
k > 2 can be determined recursively, thus ~b(2)(w) k > 2 can also be deter- 
4. CONTACT GENERATING FUNCTION 
AND CONTACT D IFFERENCE FORMALISM 
If H(X, Y, Z, A) is 1-homogeneous with respect o A, i.e., H(X, Y, Z, A) = AK(X, Y, Z). Sup- 
pose 
11/ ' -  • 
Then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. ~bk(w) ---- A~pk(X, Y, Z), where ~k is a smooth function on M. 
PROOF. By induction on k. First, we note that 
¢0 = A(X'Y + Z), 
¢1 = -AK(X,  Y, Z). 
Suppose the theorem holds for k < 1 - 1, because for ki < l - 1 
D~, ffl(Nw, w)(VCk')i = A f( l 'k" i )(X,  Y, Z), 
D~,~j ffI(Nw, w)(VCk')i(VCk2)j = O1-~oj (AF(I 'k"0( X, Y, Z)), 
= AF(2'k"k~'i'J)(X, Y, Z), 
Substituting the above relations into equation (10) for k = I- 1, we complete our induction proof. 
Generating functions for contact systems 
Then we get the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. 
¢(m)(w,t) = A~(m)(X, Y, Z,t), 
¢(w,t) = A¢(X,Y,Z,t) .  
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THEOREM 3. ¢ is determined by 
(11) 
PROOF. By substituting ¢(w, t) = A~(X, Y, Z, t) and H = AK into (8). 
~(X, Y, Z) is the contact generating function of contact system ((1), (2), (3)); (11) is the contact 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 
Substituting ¢i(yk+l, Zk+I,AkX k, A k) = Ak~i(Xk, y~+l, Zk+l) into (9), we get 
( [~'.,m ti~i "~ yk+l 
k£.~i=O W.g) 'L yk 
Z k 
A~+I 
m i~i I ~i=o t ~r 
E,:0 t' 8~ - - 
E/=O i ~i " t ¢~ z
(12) 
where ~, CX, ~v, Cz are evalued at the point (Xk,yk+l,zk+l) .  t is stepsize. 
Equation (12) defines implicitly a stepsize-depending operator G' from R 2'~+~ onto itself such 
a~ 
G' yk [ yk+l Z k = | Z k+l • 
A k \ Ak+ 1 
It is easy to check that G ~ simultaneously satisfies (A), (B) and (C), so by (2). Its projection onto 
R 2n+1 must he a contact diffeomorphism determined implicitly by (13) below. Thus, together 
with [3] we've proved the following. 
THEOREM 4. The following difference scheme preserves the contact structure on R 2n+l and is 
the ruth-order approximation to contact system (1-3). 
= Ei=0 t Cx , 
z* ET=o t'((~' - (x~)'~,~ ) 
(13) 
where 
~o = X~y + Z, 
$1 = -K (X ,Y ,Z) .  
Ck(k _> 2) is determined recursively by (11), for example, 
{ ) } (aK(X,Y,Z) (XKz(X,Y,Z)- Kr(X,Y,Z) 1 K(X,  Y, Z)Kz(X,  Y, Z) - \ ~-)~ $2(X, Y, Z) = ~
In (13), ~k, ¢~c, ~ ' ,  ¢~(k >_ 0) all are evalued at the point (X }, yk+l, Zk+l). 
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Here, we directly write out 0, 1, 2”d- order contact formalisms as follows. 
Oth-order: identity mapping. 
(14) 
where K, Kx, KY, KZ all are evalued at point (X”,Yk+‘, Zk+‘). (14) is in fact the 
second class in [3]. 
2nd-order: 
(l- tKz ;q&xk+l 
I( 
Xk - tKy + t2& 
= yk+l - tKx + t2@ (15) 
Zk Zktl - t(K - (Xk)‘K,) + t2(42 - (Xk)‘&) 
where I(, Kx, KY, Kz, i2, &, 6;, & all are evalued at the point (Xk, Ykfl, Z’+‘). 
Scheme (15) is not reversible. 
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